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UNCOVERING THE DISTRIBUTION OF MOTORISTS'
PREFERENCES FOR TRAVELTIME AND RELIABILITY
BY KENNETH A. SMALL, CLIFFORD WINSTON, AND JIA YAN1
We applyrecent econometricadvancesto studythe distributionof commuters'preferences for speedy and reliablehighwaytravel.Our analysisappliesmixedlogit to combined revealedand stated preferencedata on commuterchoices of whetherto pay a toll
for congestion-freeexpress travel.We find that motoristsexhibithigh values of travel
time and reliability,and substantialheterogeneityin those values.We suggestthat road
pricing policies designed to cater to such varyingpreferences can improve efficiency
and reduce the disparityof welfare impactscomparedwith recent pricingexperiments.
KEYWORDS:
Mixed logit, stated preference,congestionpricing,productdifferentiation, value of time.
1. INTRODUCTION
EFFICIENT PRICING IS RARELYUSED to ameliorate highway congestion, prob-

ablybecause of its immediate adverseimpact on a representativetraveler.Recent experiments in the United States have therefore tried to make pricing
more appealingby givingmotoriststhe option to travelfree on regularlanes or
to pay for congestion-free travel on express lanes-a policy sometimes called
value pricing.
Theory suggests that the benefits of differentiatedroad pricingdepend critically on the cross-sectionalvariationin motorists'preferences for speedy and
reliable travel (Small and Yan (2001) and Verhoef and Small (2004)). However, econometric evidence on travelers'preferencevariationis quite limited.
Value-of-time studies often capture observedheterogeneity by allowing estimated values to depend on the wage rate, income, and other factors (Small
and Winston (1999), Wardman(2001)), but the previous studies have limitations. Those based solely on data describing actual choices, i.e., revealed
preference (RP) data, have been hampered by collinearity among cost and
travel-timevariables;consequently they rarely have accounted for reliability
(i.e., the predictabilityof travel time) and they have not accounted for heterogeneity in cost or travel-time elasticities arising from unobservedsources.
Calfee, Winston,and Stempski(2001) and Hensher (2001) measure the extent
1Theauthorsare gratefulto the BrookingsCenter on Urban and MetropolitanPolicyand the
Universityof CaliforniaTransportationCenter for financialsupport.We thank EdwardSullivan
for access to data collected by CaliforniaPolytechnicState Universityat San Luis Obispo,with financialsupportfrom the CaliforniaDepartmentof Transportationand the U.S. FederalHighway
Administration'sValuePricingDemonstrationProgram.We also are gratefulfor commentsfrom
David Brownstone,JerryHausman,CharlesLave, Steven Morrison,and Randy Pozdena;from
participantsin seminarsat UC Irvine,NorthwesternUniversity,the AmericanEconomicAssociation, and the Universityof Marylandat College Park;and from the referees and a co-editor of
this journal.
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of unobserved heterogeneity using stated preference (SP) data that describe
hypotheticalresponses, but SP data are tainted by doubt whether behaviorexhibited in hypotheticalsituationsapplies to actual choices.
In this paper, we estimate the distributionof values of travel-timesavings
and reliability,allowingfor both observed and unobservedheterogeneity. We
do so by analyzinga sample of motoristswho can participatein a value-pricing
experimentin the Los Angeles area. These motorists face considerablevariation in tolls and other factors. We enrich that variationby combiningRP data
from actual choices with SP data from hypotheticalsituationsthat are aligned
with the pricingexperiment.Combiningthe two types of data enables us to obtain statisticallyprecise estimates while still allowing for possible differences
between actual and hypotheticalbehavior.
We find that commuters differ substantiallyin how they value travel time
and reliability.We find also that the average valuation of both is quite high,
and is considerablyhigher when measured in real as opposed to hypothetical
scenarios.We suggest that these findingsoffer possibilitiesto design differentiated pricingschemes that are more efficient and that create smallerdisparities
among users than do currentvalue-pricingexperiments.
2. EMPIRICALSETTINGAND DATAOVERVIEW2

The route of interest is California State Route 91 (SR91) in greater Los
Angeles. A 10-mile portion of the route in Orange County, used heavily by
long-distance commuters, includes four regular freeway lanes (91F) and two
express lanes (91X) in each direction. Motorists who wish to use the express
lanes must set up a financial account and carry an electronic transponderto
pay a toll, which varies hourlyaccordingto a preset schedule.
We combine three samplesof people travelingon this corridor,based on surveys taken over a 10-monthperiod in 1999 and 2000. The first is a telephone
RP surveyconductedby researchersat CaliforniaPolytechnicState University
at San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly) with our participation(Sullivan et al. (2000)).
It includes both commutingand other trips.The second and third samples are
from a two-stage mail survey collected by us through the Brookings Institution. It used the data base of a marketresearchfirm,along with a prescreening
survey,to obtain a random sample of potential rush-hourcommuters on the
corridor.The first stage of the Brookings surveycollected RP data on actual
trips. The second stage presented eight SP scenarios where the respondent
could choose between two otherwiseidentical routes with specified hypothetical tolls, traveltimes, and probabilitiesof delay.Our econometricdesign allows
us to treat each RP observationand each of the multiple SP observationsfor
2Additionaldetails of our data collection and methodologicalproceduresare containedin our
supplementon the Econometricaweb site.
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TABLEI
DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICS
Value or Fraction of Sample
Cal Poly RP

Choose 91X (RP dependentvariable)
Time period of trip (RP)
4:00-7:00 am
7:00-8:00 am
8:00-10:00am
Age (years):
<30
30-50
Household income ($/year):
<60,000
> 100,000
Female dummy
Mean actualtrip distance (miles)
Numberof respondents
Numberof observations

Brookings RP

Brookings SP

0.26

0.25

0.56
0.20
0.24

0.54
0.21
0.25

0.11
0.62

0.12
0.62

0.10
0.64

0.38
0.22
0.32
34.2

0.83
0.02
0.37
44.8

0.83
0.04
0.37
42.6

438
438

84
377

81
633

any given individual as separate observations with appropriate error correlations. The final sample consisted of RP data on 522 distinct individuals and
SP data totaling 633 observations on 81 distinct individuals (55 of whom also
answered the RP questions).
Table I presents some summary statistics. The Cal Poly and Brookings RP
samples have nearly identical shares of people using the express lanes. The
Brookings samples appear to represent well the population characteristics of
the SR91 catchment area, tracking census information for the two relevant
counties except for household income-which, naturally, is higher for our respondents because most of them are commuters. The Cal Poly sample has
higher household incomes and shorter trip distances than the Brookings samples, evidently being drawn from a narrower and more affluent geographical
area; we therefore condition our choice model on these two variables.

3. ECONOMETRICFRAMEWORK

Our basic model specifies the choice between express and regular lanes as
conditional on related choices including residential location, travel mode (car
or public transport), time of day, and car occupancy. The choice is also conditional on transponder acquisition for SP respondents, but is unconditional on
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transponderacquisition for RP respondents.3Integratingall these decisions
with lane choice would enrich the analysis,but would probablynot affect the
resultsof interest here. For instance,mode choice is unimportantbecause public transportationhas a very small share of travelersin this corridor.Location
choice is typically a long-run decision and the express lanes had been open
only a few years. We discuss later the effects of endogenous choices of car occupancy,transponderacquisition,and time of day;the latter is the most critical
because our abilityto identify the effects of cost, time, and reliabilitydepends
on their variationthroughoutthe rush-hourperiod.
Formally,individuali, facing an actual or hypotheticalinstance t of choice
between lanes, chooses express lanes whenever the following random utility
difference is positive:
(1)

Uit,

Oi +

iXit ,+

it.

Variablesin Xi, may include measures of the toll difference Cit, travel-time
difference Tit,and (un)reliabilitydifference Rit between the two alternatives.
We define the values of travel time and reliabilityfor individuali as
(2)

iti

VOT=

t

dUit/dCit

VORi

it

=

it

duit/Cit,

Our specificationprecludes these values from varyingacross t; however, they
may depend on whether the respondent is answeringa RP or a SP question, a
distinctionwe add to the notation shortly.
To captureheterogeneity,we specify scalar 0i and vector Pi in (1) as
(3)

Oi = 0 +

(4)

Pi =

W+ i,

+ yZi + ,

i N(O0, 2),

N(0,

),

with 2 a diagonalmatrixwith up to 3 nonzero elements. Observedheterogeneity in behavioris capturedby the effects of observedvariablesWiand Zi, while
unobserved heterogeneity is captured by the random variables (i and i. (It is

only Zi and Vithat affect heterogeneity in VOT and VOR.) As indicated,we
specify the components of Vias normallydistributed;we also tried log-normal
and truncated normal distributions,but similar to others (Train (2001)), we
were unable to obtain convergence.
3SP respondentswere instructedto assume they had a transponder,so if they followed this
instructiontheir lane choice is conditionalon havinga transponder.If instead they took as given
their actual transponderstatus, then we could have selection bias to the extent that their actual
transponderstatus is correlatedwith unobservedpreferences for the express lane. We assume
that any selection bias arisingin this way is controlled for by specifyinga random constant for
lane choice by SP respondents, as we describe in this section. We found that results were not
affected by adding a control variableto describe the transponderstatus of the SP respondent's
actualcommute.
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We denote our three data subsets by superscriptsBR (Brookings RP), BS
(Brookings SP), and C (Cal Poly). All the RP observationshave a single choice

instance t, so we can write eBR = 8BR and eC = nC.4 We further split eBR and
eBSinto components (denoted by v and r7),with one part in common, to allow

for correlationbetween RP and SP observationsof the same individual(determined by a multiplierp) and among multipleSP observationsfrom one individual (determined by the relative variances of vBSandq1is).

These assumptions

transform(1), after substituting(3) for Oi,into the system
(5a)

UuBR

(5b)
(5b)

USt

(5c)

UiC

_ OBR
+

WBRWBR+ BRXIBR
S

iBOS
-0BS

+
PBSwBS +
+
_]_i~)BS/BS
.fr

OC+ C

BSXBS
s i t + pvi BR +'

+ C/

+

,

i +BR+T

BS +
i

'it

BS

C,

where random parameters Pi are as in (4) and VBR- N(0, 1). We have
set

fBR = (c =

0 in (3) because, with only one observation per individual,

these two random variables are redundant with tBR and rc. We assume
that 7BR, rtBS, and rc] have independent logistic distributions,yielding the familiar logit formula for the choice probabilityconditional on other random
parameters;our treatment of unobserved heterogeneity is, therefore, an example of the mixed-logitmodel describedby McFaddenand Train(2000) and
Train(2003).
As is usual in combining RP and SP data sets (Ben-Akiva and Morikawa
(1990)), we allow the variances of

rBR

and

rBS

to differ, indicating that there

may be different sources of random preferences over revealed and stated
choices. As a precautionwe also let rqchave its own distinctvariance.All this
is accomplishedby normalizingthe varianceof rBR to r2/3 (as in binarylogit)
and estimatingthe ratios
k =

(6)
where

o

(k

BR/ak,

k =BS,C,

is the standard deviation of

rk

or 7k. The normalization of

1BR

therefore combineswith that of vBRto give (5a) an imposed errorvariancethat
is different from, but no less general than, that usuallyassumed in mixed-logit
models.5
4The BrookingsRP sample actuallycontainsinformationfor all commutingtripsmade within
the surveyweek, which could be treated as separateobservations.However, 87% of the respondents made the same choice every day and nearly all of the others varied on only one day. So
we simplify,with little informationloss, by creatinga binaryresponsevariableequal to one if the
respondentchose the expresslanes for half or more of the daysreported.We triedvariantsof this
responsevariablewith virtuallyno changes in results.
5Normalizingthe varianceof vBRinvolvesno loss of generalitybecause each of the two equations containing it also contains an additional individual-specificerror term. Thus in (5a), the
normalizationof VBRbecomes part of the overall system normalization,as just described,while
in (5b) it merely affects the estimatedvariancea2.
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Our specificationallowsfor considerablegeneralityin how choices are determined relative to each other in the three data samples. Of course, combining
these samplescan improvestatisticalefficiencyonly if the model imposes some
constraints.We assume that certaincoefficientsare identical in two or more of
the samples, thereby enabling the SP responses to help identify some heterogeneity parameterswhose effects would be obscured by multicollinearityin
RP-only data (as occurredwhen we estimated models on these data). Specifically, althoughwe allow for different mean coefficients on travelvariablesin
the RP and SP samples,we constrainthe heterogeneityin the RP and SP coefficients to be identical as measuredeither by the standarddeviation (for travel
time) or by the ratio of standarddeviation to mean (for reliability).We also
tried to include random coefficients on cost, but found that model unstable
and concluded that it was too rich for our data set.
The parametersof the model are estimated by maximizinga simulatedloglikelihood function, as developed in McFaddenand Train(2000). We obtained
stable resultsby performingsimulationsusing 4,500 randomdrawsof parameters vBR, 3BS,and /k (k = BR, BS, C) for each individuali.
4. SPECIFICATIONOF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The express-lane toll for a given trip is the published toll for the time of
day the commuter reported passing the sign that indicates the toll level, discounted by 50% if the tripwas in a carpool of three or more.6Other potentially
important influences on lane choice include trip distance, annual per capita
household income, age, sex, household size, and a dummyvariable (based on
identicalquestionsin the two RP surveys)that indicateswhetherthe commuter
had a flexible arrivaltime-which may control somewhat for endogeneity of
the time-of-daychoice. We also explored a numberof other variables,such as
occupation, education,vehicle occupancy,and size of workplace,but they are
omitted here because they had little explanatorypower and did not influence
the other coefficients.
We give special attention to measures of travel time and reliability.Theory
suggeststhat a traveler'sexpected total travelcost rises with travel-timeuncertaintyif it is costly to arriveearly or late at the destination (Noland and Small
(1995)). If being late is more onerous than being early, as confirmed by empiricalresults, expected travelcost is especially sensitive to the right tail of the
distributionof travel times. We sampled from the distributionof travel times
across all weekdaysof the year, a distributionwe assume is known to travelers
based on their experience.We assume that motoristsconsider the central tendency and the dispersion of that distribution.Because this is a binarychoice
6Weasked respondents,even in the SP survey,their vehicle occupancyfor actual trips.Those
who did not report it are assumed not to have carpooled.To guard againstsystematicbias from
this assumption,we included a dummyvariablethat identified these respondents,but it had no
explanatorypower, so it is omitted here.
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and there is essentiallyno dispersionin express-lanetraveltime, we need consider only the distributionof travel-timesavingsfrom takingthe expresslanes.
Plausiblemeasuresof centraltendencyinclude the mean and the median;we
find the model fits slightlybetter using the median. We measure dispersionas
the difference between the 80th and the 50th percentiles, which accordswith
the aforementioned theory and results in our model fitting better than with
alternatemeasuressuch as standarddeviation.
Data to estimate the measures were obtained from field measurementson
SR91 taken at many times of day on 11 different days. Students drove repeatedly on the free lanes, clocking the travel time between prescribedpoints. We
use a type of nonparametricsmoothing known as local linear quantile regression (Koenker and Bassett (1978)) to estimate various percentiles of the distribution of travel-timesavings across days, each as a function of the time of
day. The measurementsare simplifiedbecause trafficin the express lanes was
observed to move freely at all times of day, enabling us to assume a constant
travel time of 8 minutes.
Figure 1 characterizesthe measures,along with the rawdata points and 90%
confidence bands. Median time savingsis measuredquite precisely;dispersion
somewhat less so. Median savings reaches its peak considerablyearlier than
12
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does dispersion-a difference in pattern that causes them to have only a weak
correlationin our data. This relationshipcan be explained by two features of
the raw data on time savings. First, the scatter in those data points grows in
magnitudeuntil quite late in the peak period (presumablydue to long-lasting
effects of random incidents occurringearly). Second, duringthe height of the
rush hour there are substantialnegative deviations of the travel-timesavings
from their median, indicatingunusuallygood days for traffic.Our measure of
dispersion, however, is unaffected by negative deviations, consistent with the
view that they impose only small costs on travelers.
Most SP variablescorrespondin definitionto the RP variables.An exception
is the measure of unreliability.We did not think survey respondents would
understandstatementsabout percentilesof a probabilitydistribution,so in our
SP scenarioswe specified the frequencyof being delayed 10 minutes or more,
which we convert into a probabilityfor analysis.
5. ESTIMATIONRESULTS

Estimationresults are presented in TableII. Most influences are statistically
significantand have the expected sign. Both the RP and SP coefficients indiTABLEII
OF LANE-CHOICEMODEL
PARAMETER
ESTIMATES
DependentVariable:1 if TollLanesChosen;0 Otherwise
IndependentVariable

Coefficient(StandardError)a

RP variables
Constant
Brookings subsample (OBR)
Cal Poly subsample (0C)

Cost ($)
Cost x dummyfor mediumhousehold income ($60-100,000)
Cost x dummyfor high household income (>$100,000)
Median traveltime (min) x trip distance (units: 10 mi)
Median traveltime x (trip distancesquared)
Median traveltime x (trip distancecubed)
Unreliabilityof traveltime (min)
SP variables
Constant (0BS)

Standarddeviationof constant(o-)
Cost
Cost x dummyfor medium household income ($60-100,000)
Cost x dummyfor high household income (>$100,000)
Traveltime (min) x long-commutedummy(>45 min)
Traveltime x (1 - long-commutedummy)
Unreliabilityof traveltime (probabilityof late arrival)

0.1489 (0.8931)
-1.6349 (1.1040)
-1.8705 (0.5812)

0.5438 (0.2549)
1.1992 (0.3849)

-0.4088 (0.1536)
0.0695 (0.0276)
-0.0029 (0.0012)
-0.5778 (0.2435)
-1.6107 (0.8943)
0.4800 (0.6305)
-1.0008 (0.2849)
-0.2317 (0.5407)
0.2842 (0.9714)
-0.1965 (0.0522)
-0.2146 (0.0618)
-5.6292 (2.3819)
Continues
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TABLEII-Continued
Dependent Variable: 1 if Toll Lanes Chosen; 0 Otherwise
Independent Variable

Pooled variables
Female dummy
Age 30-50 dummy
Flexible arrival-timedummy
Household size (numberof people)
Standarddev. of coeff.'s of traveltime (in n)
Ratio of std. dev. to mean for coeff.'s of unreliability(in n)
Other parameters
Scale parameter
Cal Poly sample (utC)
SP sample (ACBS)

Coefficient (Standard Error)a

1.3267 (0.6292)
1.2362 (0.5121)
0.5903 (0.6994)
-0.5497 (0.2248)
0.1658 (0.0457)
1.0560 (0.2754)

0.4118 (0.1688)
1.3368 (0.3741)
3.2882 (0.8320)

Correlationparameter,BrookingsRP and SP (p)
Summarystatistics
Numberof observations
1,155
Numberof persons
548
Numberof replications(R)
4,500
-501.57
Log-likelihood
Pseudo R2
0.3704
b
elasticities
of
for
lane
demand
express
Implied
Tollin expresslanes
-1.588 (0.504)
Median traveltime in free lanes
0.727 (0.331)
0.374 (0.166)
Unreliabilityin free lanes

where H is
aStandard errors are the "sandwich"estimates of Lee (1995), obtained from V = (-H)-1p(-H)-1,
the Hessian of the simulated log-likelihood function and P is the outer product of its gradient vector (both calculated
numerically). This estimate accounts for simulation error in the likelihood.
bExpress lane usage is computed by aggregating individual choice probabilities over the Brookings RP sample.
Each probability is calculated by simulated integration over the distributions defined by (4), conditional on all estimated parameters of the model; the calculation is then repeated after a 10% increase in the toll, median travel-time
saving, or unreliability facing each individual, and an elasticity is calculated. This process is repeated for each of 1,000
random draws of the estimated parameters from their sampling distribution. The numbers reported are the empirical
mean and standard deviation across the 1,000 resulting elasticities.

cate that commuters are deterred from the express lanes by a higher toll and
are deterred from the free lanes by longer median travel times and greater
unreliability-findings that hold throughoutthe range of the interactionvariables.
The implied elasticitiesof express-laneusage with respect to toll, travel-time
savings, and unreliabilityare shown at the bottom of the table. All three variables have a substantialimpact on the decision to use the express lanes. To
better understandthe price elasticityof -1.59, consider that the privateoperator of the express lanes maximizesprofit by setting a price so that marginal
revenue equals short-runmarginalcost, whichon the expresslanes is near zero.
However, the marginalrevenue is less than that given by the usual formulathat
involves the demand elasticity, because each additional car using the express
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lanes reduces the attractionof those lanes to others by relievingcongestion on
the regularlanes. If that congestion is severe, the elasticityof demand must be
substantiallygreater than 1 in magnitudeto produce marginalrevenue near 0
as requiredfor a profit-maximizingequilibrium.
Observed heterogeneity is captured by interactions between cost and income, and between time and three powers of trip distance-these are the variables Z in (4). Consistentwith expectations,motoristswith higher incomes are
less responsiveto the toll. The negative of the RP coefficient of median travel
time varies with distance in an inverted U pattern, initially rising but then
falling for trips greater than 45 miles. Following Calfee and Winston (1998),
we conjecture that this pattern results from two opposing forces: the increasing scarcityof leisure time as commutingbecomes longer and the self-selection
of people with lower values of time into fartherout residences. For SP,we allow the coefficient on travel time to differ between people with long and short
actual commutes,but the difference is negligible.
We also find observed heterogeneity in alternative-specificpreferences via
variables W in (3)-listed under "pooled variables" in the table. Women,
middle-aged motorists, and motorists in smaller households are more likely
to choose the toll lanes. Others such as Parkany(1999) have also found that
women are more likely to use toll lanes. To better understandwhy, we tried
interactinggender, age, and household size under the hypothesis that working mothers prefer the toll lanes, or are more averse to unreliability,due to
tighter schedules, but we could not find a measurable effect. We also fail to
find a significanteffect of having a flexible arrivaltime, either as a shift variable (as shown) or interactedwith reliability-possibly because this variableis
correlatedwith omitted job characteristicsthat counter its influence.
Turningto the stochastic part of the model, substantialunobservedheterogeneity is indicatedby the standarddeviationsof the randomparameters(also
listed under "pooled variables").They are estimated with good precision and
are substantial in magnitude, amounting to roughly 25-100% of the corresponding mean coefficients.7The scale and correlation parameters that describe the error structure("other parameters"in the table) are also estimated
quite preciselyand show that the RP and SP responses from a single individual
are stronglycorrelated.
The value of combiningRP and SP data became apparentwhen we tried to
estimate the RP portion of the model using just the RP data:we were unable
to obtain convergencewhen the model included unobservedheterogeneity.If
we excluded unobserved heterogeneity, we obtained nearly identical RP results using either RP data alone or combined RP and SP data. We conclude
7In the case of unreliability,this ratio is estimated directly,as shown, at 1.056. In the case of
travel time, the estimated standarddeviationof 0.166 may be comparedwith the SP coefficient
of median traveltime of about -0.2 and with the derivativeof utilitywith respect to RP median
traveltime, which is -0.69 at median trip distance.
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that the combinationof RP and SP data provides additionalpower to identify
heterogeneity,while not biasing results for the rest of the model.
Valuesof Timeand Reliability
We use our parameterestimatesto computevariouspropertiesof the distributions of motorists'impliedvalues of time (VOT) and reliability(VOR) across
individuals.Results are shown in Table III. As shown by the 90% confidence
intervals in the second column, all of the reported estimates are statistically
different from zero using a one-sided test.
We use the Brookingssamplesfor these computationsbecause they best represent the population.We characterizeheterogeneityin VOT and VOR by the
TABLE III
DISTRIBUTIONS
OF VALUESOF TIMEAND RELIABILITY
Model with
Model with
Base Model

Median
Estimate

90% Confidence
Interval
[5%-ile, 95%-ile]

Time-of-Day
Dummy:

Occupancy,
Transponder
Choice:

Median
Estimatea

Median
Estimatea

RP estimates
Value of time ($/hour)
Median in sample
Observed heterogeneity
Unobserved heterogeneity
Total heterogeneity in sample
Value of reliability ($/hour)
Median in sample
Total heterogeneity in sampleb

21.46
4.04
7.12
10.47

[11.47, 29.32]
[2.60, 8.34]
[3.15, 16.87]
[5.82, 24.11]

27.44
5.07
7.34
11.22

23.64
5.35
8.64
12.52

19.56
26.49

[6.26, 42.80]
[8.60, 60.40]

24.31
29.76

24.59
28.49

SP estimates
Value of time ($/hour)
Median in sample
Observed heterogeneity
Unobserved heterogeneity
Total heterogeneity in sample
Value of reliability ($/incident)
Median in sample
Total heterogeneity in sampleb

11.92
2.60
12.32
13.31

[7.09, 21.06]
[0.24, 8.86]
[6.90, 23.30]
[7.41, 23.88]

11.99
4.21
14.50
15.96

10.88
2.79
12.39
12.94

5.40
7.95

[3.26, 10.12]
[4.65, 14.38]

5.54
7.75

5.23
6.52

aThe 90% confidence intervals are not shown to save space; they are quite similar to the ones shown in column 2
and in no case does the confidence interval include zero.
bTotal and unobserved heterogeneity of VOR, as defined here, are identical (i.e., there is no observed heterogeneity) despite the dependence of VOR on income. This is because observed heterogeneity in VOR arises only from
variation in the dummy variable for income categories, and the 25th and 75th percentile values of VOR (across i)
happen to come from the same income category (namely, the lowest).
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interquartilerange (i.e., the difference between 75th and 25th percentile values) across individuals,a measure that is relativelyrobust to the high upper
tails typicallyfound in ratios of randomvariables.The results are obtained by
combiningmultipledrawsfrom the samplingdistributionof estimatedparameters (/3, y, f2) in (4), sample enumerationacrossvalues of Zi in (4), and a single
random draw of Viin (4) for each individualin that enumerationconditional
on (/J, y, f2). Each row of Table III shows a different property of the distribution of VOT or VOR across individuals,while the first two columns show
propertiesof the samplingdistributionof the quantitynamed in that row. Separate magnitudesof observed and unobservedheterogeneity are measuredby
restricting(4): we set Vi= 0 to account for only observedheterogeneity,or we
replace Zi by its sample mean to account for only unobservedheterogeneity.
Based on commuters'revealedpreferences,we find that the medianvalue of
time is $21.46/hour or about 93% of the averagewage rate, which is near the
upper end of the range expected from previouswork (Small (1992)). The median RP value of reliabilityis $19.56/hour. To put these figuresin perspective,
in our data the median time savingfor the express lanes averages3.3 minutes
during the 5:00-9:00 am peak period, while unreliabilityin the free lanes averages 1.6 minutes (see Figure 1). Thus, the average commuter during those
hourswould pay $1.18 for the time savingsand $0.52 for the improvedreliability, implyingthat reliabilityaccounts for roughlyone-third of the attractionof
the expresslanes-less duringthe early and middle parts of the rush hour and
more duringthe later part.
Commutersexhibita wide range of preferencesfor speedy and reliablehighway travel. Total heterogeneity in VOT and VOR ranges from about half to
more than 100%of the correspondingmedian value. Most of the heterogeneity is from unobservedsources, verifyingthe importanceof using random parametersto capture motorists'taste variation.Of course, if we could measure
additionalsources of preference variation,we presumablywould find less unobserved and more observedheterogeneity.
The implied SP values of time are much smaller on average than the RP
values, possibly reflecting a tendency of travelersto overstate the travel time
they experience duringtimes of congestion (evidence confirmingthis tendency
is reported in Sullivan et al. (2000, p. xxiii)). Thus, a motorist considering a
10-minute time saving in an SP question may envision a real-worldsituation
where the time saving is only 5 minutes and answer accordingly-yielding an
SP value of time only half the RP value. As for reliability,the median motorist
in our SP sample exhibits a willingness to pay of $0.54 per trip to reduce the
frequencyof 10-minutedelays from 0.2 to 0.1.
Sensitivityto IdentifyingAssumptionandAlternativeSpecifications
We have implicitlyassumed that any unobservedinfluences on lane choice
do not vary systematicallyby time of day;if they did, they would be correlated
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with cost, time, and reliability,and therefore bias those coefficients.The validity of this assumptiondepends partlyon how well our observedvariablescapture taste variation across times of day. Fortunately,we have many variables
that play this role, including income, trip distance, trip purpose, flexibilityof
arrivaltime, sex, age, household size, occupation, marital status, and education. For example, a motorist'ssex is likely to be an importantsource of taste
variation;we know it is correlatedwith time of day because females constitute
only 15% of those commuterstravelingduring the interval4:00-5:00 am, but
39% of the 7:00-8:00 am group. Similarlywith trip purpose:the proportionof
respondentswhose trips are work trips varies from 100% at the earliest time
to 58% at the latest time.
A more formal test takes advantageof the fact that 55 members of the SP
sample,providing433 observations,told us the time of day at whichtheir actual
tripnormallytook place. In the SP sample,traveltime and reliabilityare uncorrelatedwith the time of day as partof the surveydesign, so we can includetimeof-day dummiesin an SP-onlymodel restrictedto these observationswhile still
measuringother parameterswith precision. We can then compare the results
with and without these dummies to see whether VOT and VOR are affected.
We used five time-of-day dummies, one for each hour of the morning period
other than a base hour defined as 7:00-8:00 am. Their estimated coefficients
were not jointlysignificantlydifferentfrom zero. Moreover,includingthe dummies decreased the median SP values of time and reliabilityless than 10%and
increased the amount of unobservedheterogeneity (as measuredby the interquartile range) less than 8%. Hence, based on the SP data our results are robust to omitted time-of-day-relatedinfluences.
We performeda furthercheck by reestimatingthe joint RP/SP model, using
all the data and includinga dummyvariablefor travel at 7:00-8:00 am, the one
period that appeared different from all the others in the SP-onlyexperiment
just described.(We set this dummyvariableto zero for those 26 people not answeringthe time-of-dayquestion and treated them like a separatesample,with
their own alternative-specificconstantand errorvariance.)The estimatedcoefficient for the time-of-daydummyis -1.64 with standarderror 1.29. The third
column of TableIII showsthe resultingVOT and VOR estimates;the 90%confidence intervals,not shown, still exclude zero in all cases. Includingthe timeof-day dummyincreasesmodestlythe estimatedmedian RP values of time and
reliability,and also increases slightly the amount of unobserved heterogeneity in those values. Therefore, our main conclusions-that values of time and
reliabilityare high and contain considerableunobservedheterogeneity-are if
anythingstrengthened.We do lose precisionby incorporatingthe time dummy,
so we offer the base model as containingour best estimates.
It is also possible that the demand elasticityfor the toll road varies by time
of day, in a way that is not capturedby our observables.Thus, if the toll-lane
operator systematicallysets prices higher than they otherwisewould be whenever the elasticity is small in magnitude and if unobservablefactors are correlated with both the level and the elasticityof demand, then price would not
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be exogenous and its coefficient would be over- or underestimateddepending
on the signs of the correlations.Any resultingbias to the estimated VOT and
VOR would be smaller, because the time savings and unreliabilityvariables
are causallyrelated to price through congestion in the regularlanes, so their
coefficientswould be biased in the same directionas that of price.
We examined the robustnessto assumed cross-equationconstraintsby estimating models both with fewer and with more constraintsrelative to the RP
and SP coefficients. We computed the resulting distributionsof the values of
time and reliability,obtaining results virtuallyindistinguishablefrom those of
the base model. Furthermore,we found using likelihood ratio tests that we
could not reject our preferredspecificationagainstless constrainedmodels. Indeed, we found that we could have imposed an additionalconstraintto equate
the cost coefficients, but we preferrednot to do so because this coefficient is
criticalto our VOT and VOR calculations.
Finally,we explored potential simultaneitybias by estimating a model that
explains the simultaneous choice of vehicle occupancy,transponderacquisition, and lane by RP respondents,as well as lane only by SP respondents.We
created nine alternativesfrom the permitted combinations of these choices.
Conditionalon the random coefficients, including a random constant for the
transponder,choice among the nine alternativesis multinomiallogit, but this
is less restrictivethan it appears because our error structuremimics a nested
logit, as described by Brownstone and Train(1999). The resulting VOT and
VOR distributions,summarized in the last column of Table III, are similar
to those from the base model and support our earlier argumentsthat other
choices would have little impact on our findings. It is useful to note that the
joint RP model can be expressed as a selection model in which transponder
choice determineswhether lane choice is observed. The random constant for
transponderchoice then allows the correlationbetween the selection equation
and the lane-choice equation to be estimated, rather than being imposed by
the logit functional form. (As it happens, we could not reject the hypothesis
that the random constant has zero variance.) However, the selection model
contains exclusion restrictionsbased solely on statisticalinsignificance,so we
are assuming that it is identified by the mixed-logit functional form with the
randomconstant.
6. CONCLUSION

By combining the power of RP and SP data, using a random-parameters
model, and constructingimprovedmeasuresof reliability,we are able to measure properties of travel preferences that have eluded other studies. We find
that travel time and its predictabilityare highly valued by motorists and that
there is significantheterogeneityin these values.
Motorists'varyingpreferencesfor traveltime and reliabilityhave important
implicationsfor road pricing policy. As noted earlier, theoretical studies find
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that substantialheterogeneity is necessaryfor value pricing as currentlypracticed to create significantbenefits. The amount of heterogeneityfound here is
likely to generate such benefits. For example, in Small and Yan (2001), an interquartiledifference of half the medianvalue of time (roughlywhatwe find in
revealed behavior) approximatelyquadruplesthe maximumbenefit attainable
from second-best pricingwhen there is no heterogeneity.
Accountingfor preferencevariationcould also enhance the politicalviability
of pricing.We show in a companion paper (Small, Winston, and Yan (2005))
that differentiatedroad prices can be designed, based on the distributionsof
values of time and reliabilityobtained here, to produce greaterefficiencygains
than currentexperimentswhile retainingor even increasingtheir distributional
advantagesover comprehensiveroad pricing.Thus there may be a politically
feasible compromisebetween value pricingas now practiced,which is not very
efficient, and first-bestcongestion pricing,which introducessevere disparities
in directwelfare impact.
In a nutshell, our confirmation of significant preference heterogeneity
among travelers offers policymakersa long-awaited opportunity to address
the stalemates that impede transportationpolicy in congested cities.
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